Dickstein Forum 2021 - Second Call
Commission on the History of Science, Polish Academy of Arts and
Sciences (PAU), International Academy of the History of Science, and
cooperating institutions invite you to Dickstein Forum, 14-17
September 2021.
The Organizing Committee of Dickstein Forum 2021 Cracow,
considering the general situation with COVID-19, decided to
transform the Conference into virtual attendance.
The workshop will cover a broad range of topics. These include, but
are not restricted to the history of mathematics and related sciences in
Central-Eastern Europe, didactics of mathematics, and relations
between mathematics and other science.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Registration should be sent to domoradz@ur.edu.pl. Make sure that
the e-mail header contains "Dickstein Forum 2021 - Registration".
The registration deadline is the 10th of September.

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Please pay the 25 EUR fee before 10th of September.
The account number is:
Polska Akademia Umiejętności (PAU)
Kraków
02 1240 4722 1111 0000 4849 7314
Annotation: Dickstein Forum 2021
For foreign payments:
Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences (PAU)
Kraków
Account number: PL 02 1240 4722 1111 0000 4849 7314

BIC / SWIFT : PKOPPLPW
Annotation: Dickstein Forum

Note that invited speakers and students are exempt from the
conference fee.
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION PROCESS
Submit abstract of the talk or of the poster in the following file format:
*.odt, *.rtf, *.doc, *.docx. TeX format is also possible. You can use
our *.tex file. The submission deadline is the 31st of August. The
abstract should be sent to marek.skarupski@pwr.edu.pl. Make sure
that the e-mail header contains "Dickstein Forum 2021 - Abstract".
Abstract submission deadline is the 15th of August.

FOR PARTICIPANTS
The organizers provided a wide range of different activities during the
Forum. This includes:
- Invited talks
- Poster session.
- Discussion panel: „Didactics of statistics: more programming or
more paperwork?”
- Discussion Panel: „Virtual universities: how pandemic changes the
teaching at the universities?”
- Virtual excursion: „Tyniec Abbey: when the mathematician enters
the monastery”
The organizers decided that the discussion panel will not be limited to
discussions in English, but you will be able to express your opinion in
your own language and prepare a summary of the speech in English.

We look forward to your application! Be with us during the
Forum!

